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ABSTRACT
This talk is intended to serve as an introduction to a number of recent papers by various
authors that make use of codes over $Z_{4}$ (the integers modulo 4) to greatly simplify the construc-
tion of a number of notorious nonlinear binary codes, in particular the codes of Nordstrom-
Robinson, Preparata, Kerdock, Goethals, Delsarte-Goethals, Best and Julin. By expanding
classical coding theory in this way, allowing alphabets that are rings rather than fields, we are
able to give extremely simple descriptions of these codes.
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1. Introduction
The main aim of this talk is to serve as an introduction to the papers (listed in historical
order) [17], [10], [20], [15], [11], concentrating on the basic theory. For applications, practical
and theoretical, see [8], [28], [7], [6].
2. History and terminology
Coding theory began in the late $1940$ ’s with the work of Shannon, Hamming, Golay and
others (see [31], [5], [3], [29]). A code of length $n$ and size $M$ consists of a set of $M$ vectors each
with $n$ components, the components being taken from some alphabet $S$ . In the classical theory
$S$ is a Galois field of order $s$ , denoted by $GF(s)$ (later we will allow more general alphabets).
The Hamming distance $d(u, v)$ between two vectors $u,$ $v$ is the number of components where
they differ. If $d$ is the minimal Hamming distance between distinct codewords then the code
can correct $[(d-1)/2]$ errors.
At this point a code is just a subset of $S^{n}$ , and we say that it has parameters $(n, M, d)_{s}$ .
(Later we will use this same notation even when $S$ is not a field.)
A linear code is a subspace of $S^{n}$ . A linear code $C$ can be specified by a generator matrix,
that is, a $k\cross n$ matrix $G$ (of full rank) over $S$ such that $C$ is the row space of $G$ :
$C=\{uG:u\in S^{k}\}$ . (1)
Then $C$ contains $s^{k}$ codewords, where $k$ is called the dimension of $C$ . The code may also be
defined as the null space of the parity check matrix. This is an $(n-k)\cross n$ matrix $H$ (of full
rank) such that
$C=\{c\in S^{n}:Hc^{tr}=0\}$ . (2)
To every linear code $C$ there corresponds its dual code $C^{\perp}$ , obtained by interchanging $G$
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and $H$ . The dual of an $(n, s^{k}, d)_{s}$ code is an $(n, s^{n-k}, d^{\perp})_{s}$ code, where $d^{\perp}$ is the minimal
distance of the dual. We also call $d^{\perp}$ the dual distance of $C$ .
There are important connections between coding theory and statistics, especially the De-
sign of Experiments, that are perhaps not sufficiently widely known. The dual distance $d^{\perp}$
plays a key role here. For example, the codewords of an $(n, s^{k}, d)_{s}$ code form a fractional
factorial design of resolution $d^{\perp}$ . Some of the binary nonlinear codes described below (the
Nordstrom-Robinson code, for instance) provide orthogonal arrays that have fewer runs than
those constructed by classical techniques. See [21] for more information about the connections
between coding theory and the Design of Experiments.
The Hamming weight of a vector $u$ , denoted by $wt(u)$ , is the number of nonzero components.
Thus $d(u, v)=wt(u-v)$ . The Hamming weight enumerator of a code $C$ with respect to a
codeword $u\in C$ is given by
$W_{C,u}(x, y)= \sum_{v\in C}x^{n-d(u_{;}v)}y^{d(u,v)}$ ,
and the (average) Hamming weight enumerator of $C$ is
$W_{C}(x, y)= \frac{1}{M}\sum_{u\in C}W_{C,u}(x, y)$ .
For a linear code this simplifies to
$W_{C}(x, y)= \sum_{u\in C}x^{n-wt(u)}y^{wt(u)}$
The $Mac$Williams identity ([29, Chap. 6]) relates the Hamming weight enumerators of a linear
code and its dual:
$W_{C^{\perp}}(x, y)= \frac{1}{M}W_{C}(x+(s-1)y, x-y)$ . (3)
3. Some classical codes
Many families of linear codes were constructed in the $1950$ ’s and early $1960’ s$ , the most






(see [29] for details).
In the remainder of this section we will discuss only binary codes, i.e. we take $s=2$ .
Reed-Muller codes (1954) are binary linear codes with parameters
$n$ $=$ $2^{m}$ , $m\geq 0$ ,
$k$ $=$ $1+(\begin{array}{l}m1\end{array})+\cdots+(\begin{array}{l}mr\end{array})$ ,
$d$ $=$ $2^{m-r}$ ,
where $r$ , an integer in the range $0\leq r\cdot\leq m$ , is called the order of the code. An r-th order
Reed-Muller code of length $n$ is usually denoted by $RM(r, m)$ . (For nonbinary generalizations
see [7]. $)$
Furthermore
$RM(r, m)^{\perp}=RM(m-r-1, m)$ . (4)
Cyclic codes are linear codes with the property that if $c=c_{0}c_{1}\cdots c_{n-1}\in C$ then also
$c_{n-1}c_{0}c_{1}\cdots c_{n-2}\in C$ . We represent vectors by polynomials, representing $c$ by $c(x)=c_{0}+$
$c_{1}x+\cdots+c_{n-1}x^{n}$ 1. Provided $x^{n}=1,$ $xc(x)$ represents a cyclic shift of $c!$ Therefore a cycIic
code is represented by an ideal in the ring $GF(2)[x]/(x^{n}-1)$ . This is a principal ideal domain,
so every cyclic code has a unique generator polynomial $g(x)$ . In face we can take $g(x)$ to be
the lowest degree nonzero polynomial in the code. Furthermore $g(x)$ divides $x^{n}-1$ , and the
code has dimension $k=n-\deg g$ .
BCH codes (1959, 1960). Let $M(x)$ be a primitive irreducible polynomial of degree $m$ .
Then $M(x)|x^{n}-1$ , where $n=2^{m}-1$ . For example, if $m=3,$ $n=7$,
$x^{7}-1=(x-1)(x^{3}+x+1)(x^{3}+x^{2}+1)$ ,
and we can take $M(x)=x^{3}+x+1$ . (All this is $mod 2$ , of course, although the construction
of BCH codes is easily generalized to larger alphabets.)
If $\xi$ is a root of $M(x)$ , then $\xi^{n}=1$ . We let $M^{(i)}(x)$ denote the minimal polynomial of $\xi^{i}$ .
Then the simplest and most important class of BCH codes is defined as follows. A BCH code
of length $n=2^{m}-1$ and designed distance $d$ is the cyclic code with generator polynomial
$g(x)=l.c.m$ . $\{M^{(1)}, M^{(2)}, M^{(3)}, \ldots, M^{(d-1)}\}$ .
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This is the best form of the definition to remember, because it applies also to nonbinary codes.
However, in the binary case,
$M^{(2i)}(x)=M^{(i)}(x)$ , for all $i$ ,
and so we have
$g(x)=l.c.m$ . $\{M^{(1)}, M^{(3)}, \ldots\}$ ,
terminating at the largest odd number $\leq d-1$ . One says “designed distance” rather than
“distance,” because the actual minimal distance of this code may exceed $d$ . It will never be
less.
We now give some key examples of BCH codes.
Single-error-correcting codes. Here $d=3$ , so we take $g(x)=M^{(1)}(x)$ . This is a Hamming
code, with parameters
$n=2^{m}-1$ , $k=2^{m}-1-m$ , $d=3(m\geq 2)$ . (5)
By adding an “overall parity check” (i.e. appending a $0$ or 1 to make the sum of the digits in
each codeword equal to $0$ ), we obtain a code with
$n=2^{m}$ , $k=2^{m}-1-m$ , $d=4(m\geq 2)$ . (6)
For example when $m=3,$ $n=7$, we obtain an $($ 8, 16, $4)_{2}$ code with parity check matrix
$\{\begin{array}{llllllll}1 1 1 1 1 1 1 10 1 \xi \xi^{2} \xi^{3} \xi^{4} \xi^{5} \xi^{6}\end{array}\}$ (7)
(Certainly $\xi$ is in the extension field $GF(2^{3})$ , but we can use this matrix to define a binary code
via Eq. (2). Alternatively we could obtain a binary parity check matrix from (7) by mapping
$GF(2^{3})$ to $GF(2)^{3}$ in the standard way.) The Hamming codes (6) are essentially the same as
the Reed-Muller codes $RM(m-2, m)$ .
Double-error-correcting codes. Here $d=5$ , so $g(x)=M^{(1)}(x)M^{(3)}(x)$ , which in general
has degree $2m$ , so $k=2^{m}-1-2m$ . Adding an overall parity check, we obtain
$n=2^{m}$ , $k=2^{m}-1-2m$ , $d=6(m\geq 3)$ . (8)
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At length $n=2^{4}=16$ , we now have the following codes:
$n$ $M$ $d$ type
16 $2^{11}$ 4 Hamming or $RM(2,4)$
16 $2^{7}$ 6 BCH
16 $2^{5}$ 8 $RM(1,4)$
These were the best codes known in the mid $1960’ s$ . How good are they? If we let $A(n, d)$
denote the maximal number of codewords in a binary code of length $n$ and minimal distance
$d$ , then it is not difficult to show (cf. [29], [4], [9]) that
$A(16,4)\leq 2^{11}$ , $A(16,6)\leq 2^{8}$ , A916, 8 $)$ $\leq 2^{5}$
The codes given above show that equality holds in the first and last of these. But what about
$A(16,6)$ ? Does there exist a code with 256 codewords?
4. Nonlinear codes appear
J. P. Robinson asked the above questions in a high school talk he gave in 1965, and one
of the students in the audience, A. W. Nordstrom (who at the time was 14 years old) worked
on the problem and together they solved it, by finding such a code. This is the infamous
Nordstrom-Robinson code, which was published in 1967 [32], with parameters $(16,256,6)_{2}$ .
Thus indeed $A(16,6)=2^{8}$ .
However, the code is nonlinear. Furthermore no linear code of length 16 and minimal
distance 6 can have more than 128 codewords. There is simple construction of this Nordstrom-
Robinson code in terms of the Golay code of length 24 [29, p. 73] $)$ . It is also known to be
unique [36].
One of the results of the investigations that are described in the present paper is that the
Nordstrom-Robinson code now has a completely elementary and self-contained construction
–see (15)!
In the following years a number of other nonlinear codes were discovered, generalizing the
Nordstrom-Robinson code in various ways. In 1968 the Preparata codes appeared [35]. The
Preparata code $P(m)$ has parameters
$n=2^{m}$ , $M=2^{2^{m}-2m}$ , $d=6$ , (9)
for even $m\geq 4$ , which by comparison with (8) is seen to have twice as many codewords as a
double-error-correcting BCH code. The Kerdock codes, discovered in 1972 [27] are a kind of
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dual to the Preparata codes. The Kerdock code $K(m)$ has parameters
$n=2^{m}$ , $M=2^{2m}$ , $d=2^{m-1}-2^{(m-2)/2}$ , (10)
for even $m\geq 4$ . For $m=4$ the Preparata and Kerdock codes coincide with the Nordstrom-
Robinson code.
The following diagram shows the relationship between some of these codes. (Here NR










Further nonlinear generalizations were later found by Goethals [18], [19], Delsarte and
Goethals [16], and Hergert [22].
Since the Preparata and Kerdock codes are not linear, they cannot be dual to each other
in the sense defined in Section 2. Yet besides satisfying
$|P(m)|\cdot|K(m)|=2^{2^{m}}$ ,
it is a remarkable fact that the weight enumerators of $P(m)$ and $K(m)$ also satisfy the
MacWilliams identity (3).
F. J. MacWilliams and the present author spent a considerable amount of time when these
codes were discovered, attempting to find a simple explanation for this phenomenon! We
obtained some partial results (some of which are presented in [30] and [29]), but we missed the
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essential relationship between the Preparata and Kerdock codes described in [20]. In partial
justification it can be said that we were working with the wrong form for the Preparata codes
–their definition must be changed slightly before the duality becomes evident.
A number of other authors (even as recently as 1991 [12]) also investigated these codes,
showing among other things that (except at length 16) there are many different codes with the
same parameters [2], $[24]-[26]$ . These authors were also unable to give a simple explanation
for the “duality” phenomenon. In fact [26] declares that the “apparent relationship between
these [families of codes] is merely a coincidence.”
5. Codes over the integers $mod 4$
The breakthrough came in 1992 with the discovery [10], [17], [20] that the Nordstrom-
Robinson code is essentially the same as a certain; well-known linear code over $Z_{4}$ (the ring of
integers modulo 4) called the octacode.
The definitions for codes over $Z_{4}$ are similar to those given in Section 2 for codes over fields
(cf. [14], [38]). A code of length $n$ is a subset of $Z_{4}^{n}$ , a linear code is an additive subgroup of
$Z_{4}^{n}$ , and dual and self-dual codes are defined via the inner product $u\cdot v=v_{1}v_{1}+\cdots+u_{n}v_{n}$
$(mod 4)$ . The essential difference between binary and quaternary codes is that the former
have characteristic 2 $(1+1=0)$ whereas the latter have characteristic 4 $(1+1=2)$ . This is
sometimes difficult for a coding theorist to remember!
The appropriate notion of distance for codes over $Z_{4}$ is Lee distance, defined as follows.
First we define the Lee weight $wt_{L}$ of the element of $Z_{4}$ by
$x$ $0$ 1 2 3
$wt_{L}(x)$ 0121 ‘
and extend it to $Z_{4}^{n}$ by
$wt_{L}(u)= \sum_{i=1}^{n}wt_{L}(u_{i})$
if $u=(u_{1}, \ldots, u_{n})$ . The Lee distance between $u,$ $v\in Z_{4}^{n}$ is then $dist_{L}(u, v)=wt_{L}(u-v)$ .
The Lee weight enumerator of a linear code $C$ over $Z^{4}$ is
$Lee_{C}(x, y)= \sum_{u\in C}x^{2n-wt_{L}(u)}y^{wt_{L}(u)}$ ,
and the MacWilliams identity has the form
$Lee_{C^{\perp}}(x, y)= \frac{1}{|C|}Lee_{C}(x+y, x-y)$ . (11)
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To get a binary code from a $Z_{4}$ code, one uses the Gray map $\phi$ . This is a map from $Z_{4}$ to
$GF(2)^{2}$ defined by
$0arrow 00$ , $1arrow 01$ , $2arrow 11$ , $3arrow 10$ , (12)
and extended to a map from $Z_{4}^{n}$ to $GF(2)^{2n}$ in the natural way. The key property, obvious
from (12), is that the map
$\phi$ : $(Z_{4}^{n}$ , Lee $distance)arrow$ ( $GF(2)^{2n}$ , Hamming distance) (13)
is an isometry of metric spaces.
The octacode is an especially important code over $Z_{4}$ that originally arose in one of the
“holy constructions” of the Leech lattice ([13, Chap. 24]), in particular in the construction based
on $A_{3}^{8}$ . The Leech lattice, the conjecturally densest sphere packing in 24 dimeiisions, can be
built up from a product of eight copies of the face-centered cubic lattice $A_{3}$ , the conjecturally
densest sphere packing in three dimensions. The quotient of $A_{3}$ in its dual lattice $A_{3}^{*}$ is a cyclic
group of order 4, and so to get the Leech lattice from $A_{3}$ one needs a code of length 8 over $Z_{4}$ .
The appropriate code, the octacode, is a code with 256 codewords and minimal Lee distance
6, i.e. an $($ 8, 256, $6)_{4}$ code, defined by the generator matrix
$\{\begin{array}{llllllll}3 3 2 3 1 0 0 03 0 3 2 3 1 0 03 0 0 3 2 3 1 03 0 0 0 3 2 3 1\end{array}\}$ (14)
The octacode is self-dual, so (14) is also a parity check matrix.
We can now state the astonishing 1992 discovery: the Nordstrom-Robinson code is the
image of the octacode under the Gray map! (The verification is easy.)
Analogous descriptions of the Preparata and Kerdock codes followed soon afterwards. The
paper [20] by Roger Hammons, Vijay Kumar, Robert Calderbank, Patrick Sol\’e and myself is
the main reference for this material.
One of the principal results in that paper is the following. Take the binary primitive
irreducible polynomial $M(x)$ of degree $m$ defined $i\dot{n}$ Section 3, a divisor of $x^{n}-1,$ $n=2^{m}-1$ .
There is a unique monic polynomial $\tilde{M}(x)$ of degree $m$ over $Z_{4}$ such that
$\tilde{M}(x)\equiv M(x)(mod 2)$ ,
$\tilde{M}(x)|x^{n}-1(mod 4)$ .
(See $[11\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ for a proof.) For example, if $m=3,$ $M(x)=x^{3}+x+1$ , we find $\tilde{M}(x)=x^{3}+2x^{2}+x-1$ .
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Let $g(x)$ be the reciprocal polynomial to
$x^{n}-1$
$(x-1)\tilde{M}(x)$
Theorem. [20] $(a)$ The cyclic code with generator polynomial $g(x)$ , extended by the addition
of an overall parity check symbol, is mapped by the Gray map $\phi$ onto the Kerdock code $K(2m)$ .
$(b)$ The cyclic code with genemtor polynomial $\tilde{M}(x)$ , extended by the addition of an overall
parity check symbol, is mapped by the $Gmy$ map $\phi$ onto the ‘Preparata’ code $P’(2m)$ .
Note that the linear codes over $Z_{4}$ in (a) and (b) are dual to each other.
There are quotes around ‘Preparata’ in the Theorem, since although this code has the same
parameters and the same weight distribution as the Preparata code, it is not equivalent to it.
However, because our construction is so simple, we propose that this is the ‘correct’ way to
define the Preparata codes. The situation may be compared with that for Hamming codes. It
is known that there are many codes with the same weight distribution as the Hamming code
–all are perfect single-error correcting codes, but one is distinguished by being linear (see
[33], [34], [37] $)$ . Similarly, there are many codes with the same weight distributions as the
Kerdock and Preparata codes; one pair is distinguished by being the images of a pair of dual
linear codes over $Z_{4}$ . It happens that Kerdock picked out the distinguished code, although
Preparata did not.
The Theorem implies (compare Section 3) that the Kerdock and ‘Preparata’ codes are now
simply $Z_{4}$-analogues of first-order Reed-Muller and extended Hamming codes, respectively.
In particular, if $\xi$ denotes a root of $g(x)$ , then the matrix
$\{\begin{array}{lllllll}1 1 1 1 1 \cdots 10 1 \xi \xi^{2} \xi^{3} \cdots \xi^{n-1}\end{array}\}$ , (15)
$n=2^{m}-1$ , is both a generator matrix for the Kerdock code and a parity check matrix for the
‘Preparata’ code. Nothing could be simpler! The case $m=3$ gives the Nordstrom-Robinson
code (in which case (14) and (15) are equivalent matrices).
The duality between the Kerdock and ‘Preparata’ codes is now also explained. Starting
from a linear code $C$ over $Z_{4}$ of length $n$ (for example, that defined in part (a) of the Theorem)
we construct the codes $C^{\perp}$ , and
$C=\phi(C)$ , $c_{\perp:=\phi(C^{\perp})}$ ,
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Although $C$ and $c_{\perp}$ are nonlinear, it follows from (11) and (13) that their weight enumerators
are related by the MacWilliams identity!
Similar explanations for the Goethals, Delsarte-Goethals and Hergert codes are also given in
[20]. Reference [15] similarly gives simple explanations for certain important binary nonlinear
single-error-correcting codes.
The Theorem above shows that we get the ‘Preparata’ codes by lifting the generator poly-
nomial for a Hamming code from $Z_{2}=$ GF(2) to $Z_{4}$ . Reference [11] investigates what happens
if we continue to lift to $Z_{8},$ $Z_{16},$ $\ldots$ , even to the p-adic integers.
Finally, . . . No, there is no “Finally” yet –many topics remain to be investigated!
Reference [20] leaves many open questions. Research continues. . .
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